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Dark souls 3 curved greatsword poise

Poise Poise is a secondary attribute that increases the ability to avoid woes when hit by enemy attacks. Poise represents the percentage that reduces poise's incoming damage against the recipient's health poise. Poise Health is active during certain skills and activities. If you are asked for compensation in relation to the value of poise health shares, you will
be shaken. Poise Health of Hyper Armor When you perform certain actions you will get Hyper Armor sometime during an animation that will try to prevent the character from delineation. Each Hyper Armored action has a hidden multiplier of 80% to 100% (usually weapons) of a certain value, that is what the community calls Poise Health. You can effectively
strengthen Poise Health with equipment that increases your Poise value. If they are not affected by Poise Damage attacks for 30 seconds, Poise Health resets to its initial state. Some skills, such as parry and Wind Wheel posture, will reset Poise Health. Poise Damage Different attacks have different values for how much poise damage they deal after health
poise. Weapons typically have different poise damage values for one hand and two attacks. [12] [14] Some attacks with damage do not deal damage to Poise. Eg. Armor of Thorns Set Weapons / Abilities with Hyper Armor and their base Poise Health Weapon / Ability R1 Poise Health R2 Poise Health Charged R2 Poise Health Dashing / Backstep R1 Poise
Health Rolling R1 Poise Health L1 Poise Health Miscellaneous Medium Health Roll - - 25 Fat Roll - - 25 Hammers (2 hands) 16.3 16.3 24.45 8.15 8.15 - - Greatlance (2 hands)1 16.3 16.3 ? ? ? - - Dragonslayer Swordspear (2 distributed)1 14.3 - ? - - Halberds (2 handed) 14.3 14.3 21.45 7.15 7.15 - - Crucifix of the Mad King (2 handed)1 21.1 21.1 31.65 10.55
10.55 - - Halberd1 - - - - - - - Red Hilted Halberd1 - - - - - - - Greatswords (2 handed) 21.1 21.1 31.65 10.55 10.55 - - Curved Greatswords 24.2 24.2 40.95 13.65 13.65 - - Ultra Greatswords 27.3 27.3 40.95 13.65 13.65 - - Astora Greatsword1 27.3 27.3 40.95 13.65 13.65 - - Farron Greatsword1 27.3 27.3 40.95 13.65 13.65 27.3 - Fume Ultra Greatsword1 30.8
30.8 40.95 13.65 13.65 - - Ringed Knight Paired Greatswords1 30.8 30.8 40.95 13.65 13.65 30.8 - Greataxes 27.3 27.3 40.95 13.65 13.65 - - Great Hammers 30.8 30.8 46.2 15.4 15.4 - - Ledo's Great Hammer1 32.9 32.9 46.2 15.4 15.4 - - Morne's Great Hammer1 32.9 32.9 46.2 15.4 15.4 - - Smough's Great Hammer1 32.9 32.9 46.2 15.4 15.4 - - 1. A single
weapon with poise's unique health compared to most/the rest of its weapon class. Skills from Hyper Armor and Their Basics Poise Health Skill(s) L2 Poise Health Follow-up R1 Poise Health Follow-up R2 Poise Health Follow-up Charged R2 Poise Health Quickstep 100 - - - Quickstep Without FP - - - - Position (Straight Swords) - - 50 - Ember (Ringed Knight
Straight 25 30 - Attitude (Greatswords) - *1 60 - Wolf Sword - 60 60 - Elfriede's Attitude - 30 50 - Stomp (Straight Swords) 70 *1 1 70 - Stomp (Greatswords) 70 *1 100 - Stomp (Ultra Greatswords) 100 *1 100 - Chain Spin (Winged Knight Twinaxes) ? - ? - Chain Spin (Winged Knight Halberd) 50 - 50 - Spin Bash - - 50 - Spin Slash (Curved Greatswords
horizontal variant) 50 - 50 - Spin Slash (Carthus Curved Greatsword vertical variant) 50 - 50 - Spin Sweep ? - ? - Wolf Leap 60 - 60 - Charge 50 - 50 - Ember (Ringed Knight Spear) 30 - ? - Hurl Spear 20 - Leaping Slash 50 - Onislayer 50 - Neck Swipe 50 - Frost 50 - - - Wedge Prying - - 30 - Quill Dart 15 - Raptor Flurry 40 - Warcry (Hammers) 30 - ? ? Warcry
(Big Hammers) ? - ? ? Warcry (Crescent Axe) 30 - 100 150 Warcry (Axes) 30 - 100 150 Warcry (Millwood Battle Axe) 30 - 100 150 Warcry (Greataxes) 100 - ? ? Demonic Flare 60 - - - Earthern Wrath 60 - - - Falling Bolt (Dragonslayer Greataxe) 70 - - - Falling Bolt without FP (Dragonslayer Greataxe) ? - - - Falling Screw (Dragonslayer Swordspear) 100 - - -
Falling Screw without FP (Dragonslayer Swordspear) ? - - - Quake 100 - 100 - Molten Perseverance 1002 - Perseverance 1002 - Galvanization 1002 - - - Mad King's Madness 36.5 - *3 - Unfaltering Prayer (Staluman) 30 - - - Unfaltering Prayer (Other Talismans) 60 - - - Unfaltering Prayer (Sunlight Talisman) 120 - Awakening 50 - - - Breathe Fire 30 - - -
Lifedrain ? - - - 1. Same as the second R1 attack. 2. Mastering health continues until the ability to strengthen skills is over. 3. If it throws volatility of perseverance. Poise Health continues until the ability to strengthen skills runs out. Increase poise Each reinforcement element has a flat amount of Poise value. In addition, the following equipment also gives
bonuses to Poise: However, the poise is affected by the decreasing return on additional items. The descending formula returns the following: (1) \begin{equation} -(currentPoise × addedPoise)/100+currentPoise+addedPoise \end{equation} currentPoise is what is currently displayed. addedPoise is what the new gear element will add. With this formula, each
new gear element has an additional poise reduced by a percentage of the existing poise. For each 10 points of the current poise, reduce the added poise by 1 point (or for each 1 point of the current poise, reduce the added poise by 0.1 points). Poise's story worked/worked similarly to previous Dark Souls titles, but only for some enemies in the game [5],
especially for various Knights in heavy armor [2] [4] [3], large creatures and bosses. The impact of Poise statistics on player-controlled characters was unknown, and the statistic had little tangible impact on gameplay. On the day of launch, Poise's value was subjected to a number of community rumors that it had affected stun resistance during a large
weapon or hyperbeard attack. Rumors were initially false by youtuber Juutas1988 [1]. Instead, the hyper armor weapon was disabled if the player had a 0.0 poise but the system became on once the poise was greater than zero (0.1+). In addition, there were rumors that poise increases the recovery cages of the roll, which would allow the characters to return
to neutral much faster. Juutas1988 refuted its own findings when they acknowledged that less equipment load increases roll recovery. On May 12, 2016, Poise was officially confirmed as not disabled for the player's character and acting as intended by Bandai Namco/FromSoftware. [7] [8] It is not clear whether it was indeed FromSoftware or Bandai Namco,
due to previous cases in which Bandai Namco concluded that the durability of the equipment at 60 frames per second worked as intended in Dark Souls II. (This was fixed for all 60fps versions of the game in May 2015, after Xbox One and PS4 users complained about the same issue.) [6] Since app v1.08 Reg v1.21, the Poise system has been completely
overhauled. Poise Statistic is now considered to help Poise Health for Hyper Armor during certain actions performed by attacks on weapons, skills, items, or skill mechanics. [9] [10] [11] [13] References 1. Juutas1988. youtube channel. 9. morninglord22, August 2, 2016. How Poise works. Dark Souls III Subreddit post. in: Dark Souls III: Weapons, Dark Souls
III: Curved Greatswords Edit Comments Share For other uses, see Curved Greatswords and Curved Greatswords (Dark Souls II). Main article: Curved Greatswords – a type of weapon in Dark Souls III Serving as an intermediary between greatswords and ultra greatswords, curved greatswords are powerful hyper armor weapons that offer impressive
damage, with higher Poise health than greatsword but the same Poise damage as ultra greatsword. Curved swords are known for their strong running attacks, although their slash damage type is more easily resistant to heavy plate armor. Their versatility and attacking power make them popular in PvP, although their relatively low traverse speed can make
them difficult to use. Curved Greatswords[edit | edit source] Curved Greatswords Attack Values Aux. Dura Attributes Required / Wt Damage Reduction (%) Kartuzy Curved Greatsword Bonus Attribute 125 0 0 0 0 0 36 – – 100 40 18 22 – – 85 10.5 50.0 40.0 35.0 35.0 40.0 D C – – Exile Greatsword 14 8 0 0 0 – Exile Greatsword 148 0 0 0 – Exile Greatsword
148 0 0 0 0 – Exile – Greatsword 148 0 0 0 – Exile Greatsword 148 0 0 0 – Exile Greatsword 148 0 0 0 – – Exile Greatsword 148 0 0 0 – – Exile Greatsword 148 0 0 0 0 – – Exile Greatsword 148 0 0 0 – – Exile Greatsword 148 0 0 0 0 – Exile Greatsword 148 0 0 0 0 – Exile Greatswor 144 100 45 24 16 – – 120 17.0 65.0 50.0 45.0 45.0 50.0 C D – – – Curved
Sword(TRC) 140 0 0 0 – – – 100 45 18 – – 12 12 0 14.0 60.0 50.0 40.0 40.0 50.0 D – – Murakumo 132 132 0 0 0 – – – 100 45 20 18 – – 105 11,0 55,0 40,0 35,0 35,0 3 5.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 0 40.0 D C – – Old Wolf Curved Sword 155 0 0 0 – – 100 45 0 19 25 – – 95 13.0 55.0 45.0 40.0 40.0 45.0 D C – Community content is available in cc-BY-SA , unless
otherwise noted. There are two two a term called Poise. The player has stat Poise, which is obtained from Armor, Lothric Knight Long Spear, Yhorm's Greatshield and Wolf Ring. And a hidden health poise value that determines when hyperarmor frames are dashed. Poise's visible statistic acts as a defense statistic for this health poise, reducing how much
poise damage is dealt by enemy attacks. The resistance of Unwavering Prayer, Perseverance, Stone Body, and Iron Flesh Pyromancy does not affect your Poise statistic. They have their own independent health poise. The Great Hammer version of perseverance, however, activates the player's mastery.  Ability to withstand attacks without breaking form As
Poise works in short, you are only able to resist wooing during hyperarmor frames, and your Poise statistic determines how many attacks you can take before you can be spread out of hyperarmor frames. Because hyperarmor frames are not fully impenetrable and use Poise to determine if you can be interrupted, it would be more accurate to call them active
mastery. In the game code, the allegedly deactivated poise value is actually activated during an animation with active mastery. All characters using the player model, including the player character, most NPCs, and non-player invaders, have 100 hidden health. Any attacks that hit the character will decrease this value, and when the value reaches 0, the
character will be distributed regardless of whether it is in the middle of the framed attack. Stat Poise will reduce the amount of poise damage that a weapon deals to this health by a percentage equal to the amount of Poise. Your Poise statistic always passively reduces incoming damage, regardless of whether you're using an attack with active composure.
However, you are only able to resist the wooth during active mastery, and at any other time you can be staggered no matter how much health poise you have left. What's more, all attacks and actions with active mastery will give you a multiplier of your current health (usually negative), which will allow you to make more or fewer hits before wooing. Modifiers
for normal R1 and R2 attacks on active-mastery weapons have been greatly reduced in Update 1.08, to the point that characters need very high composure to resist the woes of one or two attacks now. However, as of Patch 1.08, active mastery attacks will now automatically refresh your health to 80% of full modifiers. For example, if you are using a
Greataxe weapon (maximum health for R1 is 27) and you have 0.1 health poise before attack, then as soon as the attack starts to poise immediately reset to 21.6.  This means that you can now resist the woes of one or two attacks every time you attack, allowing tanks, high poise builds up to much more aggressively. The art of active mastery weapons has
much higher modifiers than regular attacks, being anywhere from 0.30 to 2.00 vs. 0.10 to 0.27, and the weapon art will refresh your health to 100% full instead of 80%. Attacks that are blocked by the shield do not reduce your health at all. Your health does not regenerate, but will immediately refresh to 100% every 30 seconds or when reduced to 0, which is
what comes first. In addition, patch 1.08 has made your health reset to 80% full every time you use a normal attack with active mastery and up to 100% of its full value every time you use a weapon art with active mastery. To use poise, you need to know these things: how much damage your opponent's attacks poise, what health poise attacks, and how much
poise with armor you need to reduce your opponent's damage poise far enough so as not to drop your health poise to zero. In addition, since your health resets to 80% with every normal attack, it would also be useful to have enough composure for 20.01% of your poise health to be left behind, as this will allow you to resist being shaken by an enemy attack
every time you attack. For weapons that have active mastery only during weapon art, this is less important because weapon art resets health to 100% instead of 80%. The active position is found on some weapon attacks, including, but not limited to, Ultra Greatsword, Greathammer and Greataxe R1s, Greatsword two-handed R1s, fully charged R2 attacks,
most weapon skills, and medium and heavy rolls. Patch 1.08 also gave an active poise to Hammer's two-handed attacks. Tests are still ongoing to determine which attacks have a framework and what their multipliers are. Sources: Stat Poise Information Each piece of armor has a poise rating, and the total Poise is the sum of each piece of armor. Nude
characters have 0 Poise. In general, wearing heavier or more protective armor increases Poise. From patch 1.07. The Poise formula seems to reduce the effects of armor mastery and rings added when a player has any position. Any added element that increases the poise will be subjected to the following formula: α = Current total poise value β = New
armor/ring piece poise value So if you add Wolf Ring (12.5 poise) per character with 10 poise: 10 poise + 12.5 - [(10 x 12.5) / 100] = 21.25 Weapons &amp; Poise Damage Information via Gamefaqs (Some values have been changed in Update 1.08 and may no longer be accurate. They will be updated as soon as new Weapon deal damage 0 Bows,
Crossbow, Big 5 Stash 7 Daggers 10 Whips, Whips, Flame, Bare Fists 14 Washing Pole 15 Pushing Swords, Claws &amp; Fists, Torches 17 Demon's Fist 20 Simple Swords, Curved Swords, Katanas, Spears, Pikes, Halberds, Reapers, Small Shields, Standard Shields 23 Axes, Greatswords, Hammers 28 Ultra Greatswords, Curved Greatswords, Great
Hammers, Wolf Knight's Greatshield, Curse Ward Greatshield 30 Greataxes, Greatshields, Gundyr's Halberd Trivia For a long time it was believed that statise poise either did not work or was deliberately disabled for release , due to the player finding a value in the game code that determined whether the poise was active and seeing that the value is disabled
by default. Later others discovered that this value was only enabled during what was believed to be a hyperarmorframe at the time, and that poise damage is constantly calculated at all times, but you are only able to resist the wooth during attacks or actions from hyperarmor frames. Boulder Heave is unique among spells because it also deals damage. If an
enemy is hit by debris, it deals a large amount of damage. However, spells and abilities that cause a knockdown do not take into account the poise. Enemies who don't use the player model, such as Darkwraiths, Silver Knights, and Black Knights, don't follow the same rules as the player's character and NPCs.
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